
Board: NEWS BB
Subject: CONVENTION PROTESTS!     
Posted: July 14,1996  02:39:19
To: LEVVY CARRIKER (HNQV08B)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Sounds to me like it would be no great loss when that       
government falls.  Don't fear war, pray for Revolution.     

Bulletin ID: EZA960714023919CHHL71AHNQV08B

===============================================================================

Board: NEWS BB
Subject: CONVENTION PROTESTS!     
Posted: July 13,1996  15:06:51
To: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)
From: LEVVY CARRIKER (HNQV08B)

It is not the responsibility of Americans to go to Mexico   
and teach the ruling class anything!  We will teach our own 
citizens that TOLERANCE=MURDER.  My brother and mother are  
dead due to Illegal Immigration.  The case is as ridiculous 
as the oj case, full of Racism...It is MY DUTY to inform you
that it is ezxtremely dangerous to get arrested in Mexico as
I found out in 1983.  I was falsely accused of damage to a  
hotel and put in jail and was not allowed a phone call out. 
The police would not discuss anything with me for days.  The
days got long as I asked to speak to my family.  11 days    
later a total stranger from Ft. Worth Texas who was there to
get his son out paid 1000$ to get me out. With out the luck 
I'm not sure what would have happened.  In may of 1984 I was
attacked by illegal immigrants and recieved a broken jaw    
from brass knuckles. There was no money in my family as my  
father was deseased and my mom in a nursing home.  3400$ was
the oral surgery bill.  It took several years for me to pay 
this off. While in the University of Texas I worked 70 hours
a week sometimes paying lots in taxes at age 22.  All to be 
completely unprotected from Foriegn forces.  In the cases of
murder in my family On April 13,1991 The police in Dallas   
have repeatedly told us that there have been no arrest, even
with 20 witnesses s d 6 witnesses who gave ther murdereres  
full names.  Still NO ARREST!  5 years later through winnin 
g an Open Records Act we find that there were two arrest.   
These illegal families were notified and no doubt applied   
heartfelt wishes.  My family was not ever notified of these 
arrest.  The two arrested were released back into the       
streets of Dallas, remember they are illegal immigrants and 
were just let back onto the streests. I fear a WAR.         

Bulletin ID: EZA960713150651HNQV08BCHHL71A



===============================================================================

Board: NEWS BB
Subject: CONVENTION PROTESTS!     
Posted: June 30,1996  21:42:14
To: STEPHAN SELLIN (DPFA90A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Wouldn't it be funny if some of the local law enforcement   
there have ties to fascist organizations in Europe?         

Bulletin ID: EZA960630214214CHHL71ADPFA90A

===============================================================================

Board: NEWS BB
Subject: CONVENTION PROTESTS!     
Posted: June 17,1996  22:44:22
To: LINDA HITCHINGS (JHDJ47A)
From: RICK GOMBAS (CHHL71A)

Seems like you have a great opportunity to go down there and
meet the protestors and educate them that the problem is not
with the People of Mexico, but with their ruling class.     
                                                            
Maybe you can step across the border and do the same.  With 
a little luck you'll get arrested and cause an international
incident that can be exploited to show how the U.S.         
government and Wall Street are in collusion with the Mexican
ruling class to deprive BOTH Mexicans and Americans of their
rights.                                                     
                                                            
Redistribute the wealth of the Mexican ruling class to the  
People and they will no longer NEED to come here.           

Bulletin ID: EZA960617224422CHHL71AJHDJ47A

===============================================================================


